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Today, at the intersection of aviation, architecture and sustainable development, the Aeronautical
Architecture Lab (AA Lab) at Virginia Tech will celebrate its graduation through a formal ceremony,

along with a reception to be held in the a new signature pavilion at the AA Lab headquarters located in
the C.D. Black Business Complex on the Virginia Tech campus. The ceremony will be held on May 7,

2019 and awards will be presented. Free to the public, the AA Lab graduation ceremony takes place in
the engineering building on the campus and will feature a keynote address by Ricardo Loureiro,

executive director of EADT/IAIA; James Urquhart, president and CEO of the College of Architecture; and
Z. John Zhang, associate professor and AA Lab director. Registration for the AFB2019 event is now

open. The event will be held in Washington, DC, May 10-12, 2019. The program includes the 2019 AFB
Annual Conference and a two-day Outreach Seminar that is divided into four segments: Reimagining

Aviation, Avionics and Autonomy, Human Performance in Aviation and Aviation Ethics & Transparency.
This year's event is the third annual AFB event. In the 1920s, in addition to the single engine powered
aircraft, the interest of the French government in aviation was increasing, especially towards military

use. The development of the aviation industry was required to build new monoplane series and
ultralight engines. The first aircraft was the Potez 30. During the same period, experiments were made
in the field of terrestial and aviation navigation with the radio direction finding that would become very

important for the submarine forces. Nevertheless, the stock of explosive material was strictly
controlled in France to develop and the military aircraft development was given a top priority.
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bdo aviation is the partner of
choice to fx and fxc companies
who are looking to make the

most of their business aircraft
and aviation assets. its services
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include all aspects of aircraft
ownership, management and

use, including maintenance, iata
operations, maintenance
management and repair,

facilities management, training,
sales, marketing, and

administration. with our passion
for aviation and sharing it with

the world, we decided to create a
aviation challenge for our pilots.
we would share the experience
through challenges where we

would test the pilot's skills and
abilities. the fsx bdo aviation was
introduced by the [ lion group] in
1995 with the f-100 in the middle
of the nose, the f-102 at the aft
end of the nose and the f-104 at
the middle of the fuselage. the
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f-104 had the fuselage and wings
cut in half to allow the

introduction of a rear-loading v-
tail. the f-104 was later used as

the basis for the [ and the [> lion
aviation the lion aviation (or lion-

av) was a turkish aircraft
manufacturer established by [

nokta] in 1992, in the plant of [>
the lion aviation was famous for

its [ line of light-sport aircraft
with a similar appearance to the
[ and the [ which is not related to

the [ f-104-based] l-100 and
l-150 project. the [ horizon
aviation] was an american
aircraft manufacturer that

produced aircraft from the late
1960s until its demise in the
early 1980s. its most famous
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aircraft was the [ a turboprop-
powered troop transport

helicopter. 3bdo aviation can
provide you with a number of
carbon tool steel and stainless

steel repair blades. we also
supply various hand tools and

repair blades. we can also source
the parts you need. if you need
any spare parts, contact us and

we will find them for you.
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